RETAIL
MANUFACTURING
LOSS EVENT: FLASH FLOOD

24-HOUR CALL CENTER: 877.511.2962

PROJECT OVERVIEW

TURNKEY SERVICES PROVIDED

Historic flooding ravaged a local community, inundating most of the city’s
businesses with severe water damage. A major industrial manufacturing plant
in the area experienced over four feet of water intake across 21 buildings on its
150-acre facility. Following the recision of floodwaters, Cotton’s Emergency
Response Team dispatched restoration, logistical, and emergency catering
support services within 24-hours.

– Mucked out facility prior to
remediation efforts
– Established building
stabilization
– Cleaned accessible areas
including sidewalks and
exterior buildings
– Established 24/7 emergency
power in buildings for both
daytime and nighttime crews
– Set up desiccants and
dehumidifiers throughout
affected areas
– Removed affected
documents, carpet, ceiling
tile, work stations, base,
sheetrock, and wet trash
– Cleaned, secured, and
sanitized exposed structures
with antimicrobial solution
– Full encapsulation
– Reconstruction of interior
firehouses, administration,
production areas, and
client’s coagulation plant

Once on-site, Cotton performed initial incident assessments, established
strategic remediation plans based on the client’s designated priorities, set
up equipment, and began the recovery process to restore facility operations.
Logistical support facilities, including emergency power, temporary climatecontrolled structures, potable water services, fuel, sewer, and necessary
electrical hookups were provided. In addition, Cotton provided food services
to those on-site.

THE

DIFFERENTIATOR

– Saved client upwards of SEVEN MILLION DOLLARS in potential lost revenue
– ZERO accidents or injuries
– The project was completed UNDER BUDGET
– The project was completed AHEAD OF SCHEDULE
– Over 200 MEALS were served daily

– Supplied facilities with
power, water, sewer, fuel,
and necessary electrical
hookups
– Provided climate-controlled
structures
– Secured 4,000-gallon fresh
water and black water tank
– Set-up satellite office with
generators and potable
water
– Kitchen on site with two 53’
refrigeration trailers
– Provided lunch and midnight
meal services
– Set-up 80’ by 40’ dining tent
with necessary Iceboxes
– Complied with proper refuse
removal regulations
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